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Minnetonka UMC  

Personality Characteristics and Life Situation Survey 

 

Name: _________________________________________  Date: _________________________ 

Preferred Contact (email or phone): ___________________________________________________________ 

 

1. How do you like to interact with people? 
Rank your choices for completing each sentence. Feel free to check Dislike for anything you do not like at all.   
 

6a. When my batteries need recharging, I 
like to . . . 

1st choice 2nd choice 3rd choice Dislike 

Get together with several friends     

Spend time with one person     

Spend time alone     
 

6b. I like to work . . .  1st choice 2nd choice 3rd choice Dislike 

In a large group     

In a small group     

Alone     
 

6c. I like to . . .  1st choice 2nd choice Dislike 

Lead    

Support someone else who leads    
 

6d. I am comfortable . . .  1st choice 2nd choice Dislike 

Being upfront/visible as spokesperson     

Working behind the scenes    

 

2. What types of work do you like? 
Rank the work types—which you like best, 2nd best, etc. Feel free to check Dislike if you prefer to not do it at all.   

• PROJECTS: Seeing something through from start to finish. It involves planning, organizing, 
implementing, evaluating 

• TASKS: Hands-on work that doesn’t require pre-planning and organizing (because it isn’t needed or 
others have done it). 

• PROCESS: Intellectual work (big picture and detailed) that typically involves strategizing, analyzing, 
planning, executing, and evaluating; most often involves being on a committee or team. 

• FELLOWSHIP: Working together with people you like for a common purpose. The work is of secondary 
importance to feeling connected to others and sharing the experience. 

 

(See above for descriptions) 1st choice 2nd choice 3rd choice 4th choice Dislike 

PROJECTS      

TASKS      

PROCESS      

FELLOWSHIP      
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3. What are your natural working orientations (what do you like to focus on)?  
Rank the options for completing each sentence. Feel free to check Dislike for anything you prefer to not focus on at 
all.   
 

8a. I like to focus on . . .  1st choice 2nd choice Dislike 

The Big Picture    

Details    

 

8b. I like to focus on . . . 1st choice 2nd choice Dislike 

People    

Tasks    

 

8c. I like to focus on . . . 1st choice 2nd choice Dislike 

Process    

Results    

 

4. What things in your life limit your ability to be involved at this time?  
Check the items that apply. Write in how that item impacts your time, energy, mobility, etc.   
 

 Employment:  ______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 Travel (for work or recreation or seasonal absence):  _______________________________________________ 
 

 Care-giving responsibilities: ___________________________________________________________________ 
  

 Health issues: ______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 Transportation issues: ________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Other: _______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

5. How are you currently involved at MUMC? 
Write in the name of your current roles and indicate if each one is a good fit for you or not. Briefly explain the 
reason (if you are comfortable doing so). 
 
MY CURRENT PRIMARY ROLE:  _________________________________________________________________ 

 

 IS a good fit        IS NOT a good fit because:  ___________________________________________________ 
 
MY CURRENT SECONDARY ROLE: ________________________________________________________________ 

 

 IS a good fit        IS NOT a good fit because:  ____________________________________________________ 
 

MY OTHER CURRENT ROLES: ____________________________________________________________________ 

 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 


